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ABSTRACT
Data Integration by Software Tools from Software Projects
Muna Adrah
M.S., Software Engineering Department
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Alok Mishra
Co-Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Deepti Mishra
March 2016, 89 pages

This thesis focuses on collection and integration data from different software
projects. There are challenges in data collection and integration from software projects.
It has been found that some techniques are better suited to particular project teams and
circumstances. Besides, techniques are normally general in nature and they cannot be
used directly without adapting them according to the characteristics of the project.
Database

is established to distinguish data of software engineering projects from each

other according to different characteristics of the project. A database is implemented to
store different data and gather data from different software projects. The data gathered
from the software projects are presented in a database report for the improvement of the
proposed approach.
Keywords: Software projects, Software tools, Data Collection and Integration.
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ÖZ
Yazılım Projelerinde Yazılım Aracı Tarafından Veri Toplama ve Veri
Entegrasyonu
Muna Adrah
M.S., Yazılım Mühendisliği Bölümü
Danışman: Prof. Dr. Alok Mishra
Ortak Danışman: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Deepti Mishra
Mart 2016, 89 sayfa

Bu tezde değişik yazılım projelerinden veri toplama ve birleştirme amaçlanmıştır.
Değişik yazılım projelerinden veri toplama ve birleştirmede zorluklar vardır. Bazı
tekniklerin bazı proje takımlarına ve durumlarına daha iyi uyduğu saptanmıştır. Bunun
yanında, teknikler normalde genel olup proje karakteristiklerine göre uyarlanmadan
kullanılması mümkün değildir. Yazılım mühendisliği projelerindeki verileri değişik
proje karakteristiklerine göre ayırt etmek için veri tabanı oluşturulmuştur. Değişik
verileri saklamak ve değişik yazılım projelerinden veri elde etmek için veri tabanı
kurulmuştur. Yazılım projelerinden elde edilen veriler önerilen yaklaşımı geliştirmek
üzere veri tabanı raporu formatında sunulmuştur.
Anahtar kelimeler: Yazılım projeleri, Yazılım Araçları, Veri toplama ve birleştirme.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Thesis Scope
An effective data collection for evaluating and studying the data integration of software
engineering projects is expound in this research. In this study, a method of collecting
and integrating data from software engineering projects by using queries and wizards
was investigated. Also, an approach is adopted to get empirical information about
extraction data from various software engineering projects and generate a final report
about information collected to achieve integration between facts.
The aims of the study and research questions are described in the succeeding parts of
this thesis. Method used in this survey will be presented in the relevant parts of this
project. Lastly, the data collected during the investigation will be integrated.
1.2. Research objectives and statement of the problem
Data generated in software projects is usually distributed across different systems (e.g.
CVS, SVN, Git, Trac, Bugzilla, Hudson, Wiki, and Twitter). These systems have
different purposes and use different data models, formats and semantics. Gathering
software project data into one tool then integrating it. Once data and information needed
to be collected as well as the tools to be used to gather them are identified then it is time
to gather everything into one place.
This is the time to make sure that everything that is being gathered is also understood
both by the portfolio manager and the stakeholders who will be making decisions based
1

on the reports that come out of the data and the tools that have been carefully set up to
help make a database report useful for the project. Gathering the data and making sure it
is understood by everyone involved is not a quick process. It involves multiple meetings
and presentations to explain what information is being collected and how it can be
useful for the decision makers.
This study proposes a data collection and integration method to understand the
challenges and difficulties about extraction data from software engineering projects. To
our knowledge, there are not many existing studies that have been specifically focusing
on various data collection and integration in software engineering projects.
In this work, software data was created by using different tools then build the database
and collect the data from software tools into a database. Through this study, only the
important and needed data is extracted, not all of the collected information. Finally, a
final report is prepared about the collected data to achieve data integration.
The objectives of the study listed below:
1. Choose software engineering tools that will create data.
2. Decide which data to be extracted from various software engineering tools.
3. Create the database from data extracted from various SE tools.
4. Collect data from various tools into database.
5. Generate report from database about collected data to achieve data integration.
Software engineering tools utilized throughout this thesis are project management tools
(ex. MS project and OPENPROJ) used to manage, organise, plan, and design the
project. The second tool used is a testing tool (ex, Junit) that helps test the data. The
third one is a communication tool (ex, Twitter) which is used to communicate between
possible users, and help them to finish their work in correct way. Also, a database was
created to collect data from software engineering projects. Collecting and integrating
data from various software engineering tools is challenging because collected data coms
from different tools. After the said process, the forming of the final report about the
collected data is implemented.
2

By aiming the objectives above, the study will address the following questions which
are needed to be answered for better understanding of the data collection and
integration. Also, identification of useful facts needed to gather in software
development process and to understand the importance behind integration of the
collected data will be addressed.
The study will attempt to answer the following questions:
-

Which method should be used to collect data from software engineering projects?

-

Which method should be utilized to achieve integration between collected data?

-

What type of problems should be addressed considering the current regulations
associated with data collection and integration?

To accomplish the data collection and integration from software engineering projects,
researcher realized that focusing on different aspects of data collection and integration
together with technical side is crucial. Therefore, the researcher aims to provide a better
understanding about the data collection and integration issues from software
engineering projects with the hope of contributing to the related field.
1.3. Thesis Outline
This thesis has been organized as follows:
Chapter 1 - The source of the problem and motivation factors for this study is
mentioned. The scope of the thesis is determined by these research objectives. Detailed
outline is described by the structure of the thesis that is prepared within the specified
scope.
Chapter 2 - Detailed information about the literature background of data collection and
integration and their challenges with general information about software engineering is
presented. Most of the terms and definitions used in this document are in this section. In
addition, existing research and more related work will be analysed.
Chapter 3 - Provides the main contribution of this study and detailed information about
the software engineering tools is cited. Software developers employ many tools in every
3

step of the development. As automation progresses, tools take a more and more
important place. A common and difficult problem is choosing a tool for a given task. In
this chapter, it also shows the selection of the software engineering device that will be
used through the thesis (OPENPROJ as project management tool, Junit as testing tool,
and Twitter as communication tool). These systems have different purposes and use
different data models, formats and semantics. A detail of the survey that is utilized for
this study to obtain required data sample which will be used in the next section is given
as well.
Chapter 4 - Methodologies used in conducting this research and limitations that
encountered during the thesis process are exhibited. Building the database for storing
the extracted data from software engineering projects is also given. Data Store is a
repository for consistently storing collections of data, such as a database, a file system
or a directory and it is also used for storing, managing and distributing data sets on an
enterprise level are also mentioned in this chapter.
Chapter 5 - Evaluation and production of the database report to achieve data integration
is stated in this part. Data from various sources is gathered, reviewed, and integrated to
form some sort of findings or conclusions.
Chapter 6 - Summary of the thesis to conclude and discussion is offered for further
research opportunities.

4

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1. Software Engineering
Software engineering is concerned with all aspects of software production from the
early stages of system specification to maintaining the system after it has gone into use.
Software systems are perhaps the most intricate and complex systems of the things
humanity make [1].
As a discipline, software engineering has progressed very far in a very short period of
time, particularly when compared to a classical engineering field (like civil or electrical
engineering). In the early days of computing, not much more than 50 years ago, number
of computerized systems was quite small. Most of the programming was done by
scientists trying to solve specific, relatively small mathematical problems. Errors in
those systems generally had only “annoying” consequences to the mathematician who
was trying to find “the answer.” Today we often build huge software systems, in terms
of size and complexity.
What is also notable is the progression in the past 50 years of the visibility of the
software from mainly scientists and software developers to the general public of all
ages. Today, software is working both explicitly and behind the scenes in virtually all
aspects of our lives, including the critical systems that affect our health and well-being
[2].
Despite our rapid progress, the software industry is considered by many to be in a crisis.
Some 40 years ago, the term “Software Crisis” emerged to describe the software
industry’s inability to provide customers with high quality products on schedule. The
5

average software development project overshoots its schedule by half; larger projects
generally do worse. And, some three quarters of all large systems are operating failures
that either do not function as intended or are not used at all [3].
While the industry can celebrate that software touches nearly all aspects of daily lives,
we can all relate to software availability dates (such as computer games) as moving
targets and to computers crashing or locking up. We have many challenges we need to
deal with as we continue to progress into a more mature engineering field, one that
predictably produces high-quality products.
2.1.1. The engineering of software
Consider the definition of computer science offered by CSAB, the organization that
accredits Computer Science programs in the United States: Computer science is a
discipline that involves the understanding and design of computers and computational
processes. In its most general form it is concerned with the understanding of
information transfer and transformation. Particular interest is placed on making
processes efficient and endowing them with some form of intelligence [4].
It is likely that one’s main focus thus far has been to get the computer to do what you
want it to do, as efficiently as possible. There are definitely other issues to consider.
There are many, many definitions of the term engineering. One that we feel captures the
essence has been proposed by Robert Baber [5]: the systematic and regular application
of scientific and mathematical knowledge to the design, construction, and operation of
machines, systems, and so on of practical use hence, of economic value. Particular
characteristic of engineers is that they take seriously their responsibility for correctness,
suitability, and safety of the results of their efforts. In this regard they consider
themselves to be responsible to their customer (including their employers where
relevant), to the users of their machines and systems, and to the public at large.
Computer science is one of the disciplines that provide a theory basis for the profession
of software engineering. There are two important issues beyond “getting the computer
to do what you want, as efficiently as possible” when transitioning to software
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engineering. The issues underlined in the above definition of engineering are further
discussed below:
i.

Practical use, economic value:
Engineers need to produce products that customers actually want and are willing
to pay real money for. These products need to help people do the things they
need to do. Listening to the customer is of prime importance. Engineers also
need to produce these products the customer wants as economically as possible.
The best product in the world won’t sell if it’s too expensive. And, engineers
develop products using inappropriate practices and processes, the products will
be too expensive. As engineers, need to determine the content and build the best
product for the customers.

ii.

Responsibility for correctness, suitability, and safety:
Engineers are ethically obligated to ensure their programs are correct and
suitable for their customers. In fact, there is a software engineering code of
ethics program that engineers are responsible for adhering to. In some instances,
the programs have safety critical implications, where people might die if a
program has errors. In other cases, whole businesses could be at risk if a
program is not correct. Engineers are sure that have always tried to get the
programs to be correct and suitable in the past. The new dimension now is that
must always consider the responsibility and obligation to the customer. The
work that engineers does could impact their safety, their business . . . and their
well-being! [6].

iii.

Regular application of scientific and mathematical knowledge: As was said, in
engineer’s field can just beginning to build such knowledge that is common in
other engineering fields.

2.2. Software development
Software development is the set of activities which result in software products. The
“systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach” is often termed a software process
model (in the general sense) or a software development process (in the specific sense).
7

Specific software development processes consist of a particular set of software
development practices which are often performed by the software engineer in a
predetermined order. Software development practices, models, and methodologies will
be introduced in the next two subsections.
2.2.1. Software development practices
Engineers adopt a systematic and organized approach to their work. As you learn
software engineering, you should be exposed to many specific practices (or techniques)
for developing software. By software development practice refer to a requirement
employed to prescribe a disciplined, uniform approach to the software development
process [7], in other words, a well-defined activity that contributes toward the
satisfaction of the project goals; generally the output of one practice becomes the input
of another practice. The list of software development practices:


Requirements engineering (ex. "Telelogic , and DOORS").



System analysis (ex. PSAT,and The Sleuth kit”+Authopsy”).



High-level design/architecture (ex. Jude,).



Low-level design (ex. FPGA,and EDA).



Coding (ex. Cloud9, VPS/VM, PHP,and Code tool).



Integration (ex. Hudson, Oracle data integration, and IBM’s data integration).



Design and code reviews (ex. SCRUB, GERRIT, Kallithea,and RhodeCode).



Testing (ex. JUNIT,Qunit, JSUnit,Php Unit, and eclipse).



Maintenance (ex. COCOMO II Model, PRICE Systems LLC, and SEER).



Project management (ex. MS project, and openproj, OrangeScrum, and Taiga).



Configuration management (ex. Ansible, CFEngine, and Chef ).

Most disciplines come to recognize some practices as best practices. A best practice is a
practice that, through experience and research, has proven to reliably lead to a desired
result and is considered to be prudent and advisable to do in a variety of contexts.
Over time, information is accumulated on whether new practices are good or not. This
information might be just stories of people succeeding with the practice, generally
called anecdotal or qualitative evidence. Ideally, someone has done a controlled
8

experiment that shows that a new practice is better than some other practice. This is
called empirical or quantitative evidence.
2.2.2. Software process models and methodologies
In simplistic terms, if you string an appropriate set of specific software practices
together, you create a software development process. A software development process
is the process by which user needs are translated into a software product. The process
involves translating user needs into software requirements, transforming the software
requirements into design, implementing the design in code, testing the code, and
sometimes installing and checking out the software for operational use. Note: these
activities might overlap or be performed iteratively.
A software process model is a simplified, abstracted description of a software
development process. The primary purpose of a software process model is to determine
the order of stages involved in software development and to establish the transition
criteria for progressing from one stage to the next [8].
Because of the simplification, several software development methodologies may share
one process model – the difference is in the details of the process itself. Software
methodologists incorporate the general characteristics of software development models
into specific software development processes that adhere to the spirit of these models.
While software development models have general characteristics, such as “having
strong documentation and traceability mandates across requirements, design and code”
[9], software development methodologies have specific practices that need to be
followed, such as code inspection.
Recently, process models have begun to be characterized as plan-driven or agile [10].
The plan-driven models have an implicit assumption that a good deal of information
about requirements can be obtained up front and that information is fairly stable. As a
result, creating a plan for the project to follow is advisable. A long-standing tenet of
software engineering is that the longer a defect remains in a product, the more
expensive it is to remove [11] [12]. An overriding philosophy of plan-driven software
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models is that the cost of product development can be minimized by creating detailed
plans and by constructing and inspecting architecture and design documents.
As a result of these activities, there will be significant cost savings because defects will
be removed or prevented. Plan-driven models can be summarized as “Do it right the
first time.” These models are very appropriate for projects in which there is not a great
deal of requirements and/or technology changes anticipated throughout the development
cycle. Plan-driven models are also considered more suitable for safety- and missioncritical systems because of their emphasis on defect prevention and elimination [10].
Some examples of plan-driven methodologies are the Personal Software Process [12],
the Rational Unified Process [13], and Cleanroom Software Engineering [14].
Alternately, agile models are considered to be better suited for projects in which a great
deal of change is anticipated [10]. Because of the inevitable change, creating a detailed
plan would not be worthwhile because it will only change. Spending significant
amounts of time creating and inspecting an architecture and detailed design for the
whole project is similarly not advisable; it will only change as well.
The methodologies of the agile model focus on spending a limited amount of time on
planning and requirements gathering early in the process and much more time planning
and gathering requirements for small iterations throughout the entire lifecycle of the
project. Some examples of agile methodologies are the Extreme Programming (XP) [15]
[16] [17] [18] [19].
However, there is a need not be a dichotomy between the two models; hybrid models
that have both agile and plan-driven characteristics have been used successfully in many
projects.
2.2.3. Software engineering challenges
There are some unique and pressing issues to deal with in the software industry. Several
of these are now discussed:
• Tractable Medium. The constraints of physical medium can serve to simplify
alternatives. Frederick Brooks, notable software engineer and author of the legendary
10

book The Mythical Man Month, expresses an analogy. The programmer, like the poet,
works only slightly removed from pure thought-stuff. He builds his castles in the air,
from air, creating by exertion of the imagination [1].
This tractability has its own pros and cons. On the positive side, the programmers can
create grandiose programs chock full of beautiful algorithms and impressive user
interfaces. It can completely change this functionality or the look of the interface in
mere seconds and have a new creation.
Quite often programmers are also asked to fix hardware product problems because
people think that it is cheaper to fix the problems in the (tractable) software than it is to
re-design and re-manufacture physical parts. This presents software engineers with the
need to design and coding changes, often at the last minute.
• Changing requirements. Adapting for hardware changes is only one source of
requirements churn for software engineers. Unfortunately, requirements changes come
from many sources. It is often very hard for customers to express exactly what they
want in a product (software is only thought-stuff for them too!).
• Requirements analysts may not understand the product domain as completely as they
need to early in the product lifecycle. As a result, the analysts might not know the right
questions to ask the customer to elicit all their requirements. Lastly, the product domain
can be constantly changing during the course of a product development cycle. New
technology becomes available. Competitors release new products that have features that
weren’t thought of. Innovators think of wonderful new ideas that will make the product
more competitive
• Schedule Optimism. Software engineers are an optimistic crew. In most organizations,
it is the software engineers who estimate how long it will take to develop a product.
• Schedule Pressure. Engineers often make these aggressive commitments because of
the intensity of the people asking us for commitment. It seems that every product is late
before it’s even started, every feature is critical or the business will fold. Products need
to be created and updated at a constant, rapid pace lest competitors take over the
business.
11

2.3. Literature Survey
2.3.1 Some Definitions
There are many definitions for data integration and data collection in the literature. For
instance:
Data integration is a process in which heterogeneous data is retrieved and combined as
an incorporated form and structure. Data integration allows different data types (such as
data sets, documents and tables) to be merged by users, organisations and applications,
for use as personal or business processes and/or functions [20].
Data integration involves combining data from several disparate sources, which are
stored using various technologies and provide a unified view of the data. Data
integration becomes increasingly important in cases of merging systems of two
companies or consolidating applications within one company to provide a unified view
of the company's data assets. The latter initiative is often called a data warehouse [21].
Data Integration is a becoming a consistent challenge faced in applications that need to
query across multiple autonomous and heterogeneous data sources. Data integration is
crucial in large enterprises that own a multitude of data sources for producing data sets
that can develop and enhance cooperation among government agencies across the
World Wide Web.
Probably the most well-known implementation of data integration is building an
enterprise's data warehouse. The benefit of a data warehouse enables a business to
perform analyses based on the data in the data warehouse. This would not be possible to
do on the data available only in the source system. The reason is that the source systems
may not contain corresponding data, even though the data are identically named, they
may refer to different entities.
Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring information on variables of
interest, in an established systematic fashion that enables one to answer stated research
questions, test hypotheses, and evaluate outcomes. The data collection component of
research is common to all fields of study including physical and social sciences,
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humanities, business, etc. While methods vary by discipline, the emphasis on ensuring
accurate and honest collection remains the same.
2.3.2. Data integration areas
Data integration is a term covering several distinct sub-areas such as:


Data warehousing



Data migration



Enterprise application/information integration



Master data management

2.3.3. Data integration techniques
There are several organisational levels on which the integration can be performed. The
level of automated integration increases presented in the following [21]:


Manual Integration or Common User Interface - users operate with all the relevant
information accessing all the source systems or web page interface. No unified
view of the data exists.



Application Based Integration - requires the particular applications to implement all
the integration efforts. This approach is manageable only in the case of a very
limited number of applications.



Middleware Data Integration - transfers the integration logic from particular
applications to a new middleware layer. Although the integration logic is not
implemented in the applications anymore, there is still a need for the applications to
partially participate in the data integration.



Uniform Data Access or Virtual Integration - leaves data in the source systems and
defines a set of views to provide and access the unified view to the customer across
the whole enterprise. For example, when a user accesses the customer information,
the particular details of the customer are transparently acquired from the respective
system.
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The main benefits of the virtual integration are nearly zero latency of the data updates
propagation from the source system to the consolidated view, and no need for separate
store for the consolidated data. However, the drawbacks include limited possibility of
data history and version management, limitation to applying the method only to 'similar’
data sources (e.g. same type of database) and the fact that the access to the user data
generates extra load on the source systems which may not have been designed to
accommodate it.


Common Data Storage or Physical Data Integration - usually means creating a new
system which keeps a copy of the data from the source systems to store and manage
it independently of the original system. The most well know example of this
approach is called Data Warehouse (DW). The benefits comprise data version
management that combines data from very different sources (mainframes, databases,
flat files, etc.). The physical integration, however, requires a separate system to
handle the vast volumes of data.

2.3.4. The importance of ensuring accurate and appropriate data collection
Regardless of preference for defining data (quantitative, qualitative), accurate data
collection is essential to maintaining the integrity of research. Both the selection of
appropriate data collection instruments (existing, modified, or newly developed) and
clearly delineated instructions for their correct use reduce the likelihood of errors
occurring.
While the degree of impact from faulty data collection may vary by discipline and the
nature of investigation, there is the potential to cause disproportionate harm when these
research results are used to support public policy recommendations.
2.3.5. Issues related to maintaining integrity of data collection
The primary rationale for preserving data integrity is to support the detection of errors in
the data collection process, whether they are made intentionally (deliberate
falsifications) or not (systematic or random errors).
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Quality assurance and quality control are two approaches that can preserve data
integrity and ensure the scientific validity of data. Each approach is implemented at
different points in the research timeline [22] [23]:
1. Quality assurance - activities that take place before data collection begins
2. Quality control - activities that take place during and after data collection
Quality Assurance
Since quality assurance precedes data collection, its main focus is 'prevention' (i.e.,
forestalling problems with data collection). Prevention is the most cost-effective activity
to ensure the integrity of data collection. This proactive measure is best demonstrated by
the standardisation of protocol developed in a comprehensive and detailed procedures
manual for data collection. These failures may be demonstrated in a number of ways:


Uncertainty about the timing, methods, and identity of person(s) responsible for
reviewing data



Partial listing of items to be collected



Vague description of data collection instruments to be used in lieu of rigorous
step-by-step instructions on administering tests



Failure to identify specific content and strategies for training or retraining staff
members responsible for data collection



Obscure instructions for using, making adjustments to, and calibrating data
collection equipment (if appropriate)



No identified mechanism to document changes in procedures that may evolve
over the course of the investigation.

An important component of quality assurance is developing a rigorous and detailed
recruitment and training plan. Implicit in training is the need to effectively communicate
the value of accurate data collection to trainees [24]. The training aspect is particularly
important to address the potential problem of staff that may unintentionally deviate from
the original protocol. This phenomenon, known as ‘drift’, should be corrected with
additional training, a provision that should be specified in the procedures manual.
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Given the range of qualitative research strategies, (non-participant/ participant
observation, interview, archival, field study, ethnography, content analysis, oral history,
biography, unobtrusive research) it is difficult to make generalised statements about
how one should establish a research protocol in order to facilitate quality assurance.
Certainly, researchers conducting non-participant/participant observation may have only
the broadest research questions to guide the initial research efforts. Since the researcher
is the main measurement device in a study, many times there are little or no other data
collecting instruments. Indeed, instruments may need to be developed on the spot to
accommodate unanticipated findings.
Quality Control
While quality control activities (detection/monitoring and action) occur during and after
data collection, the details should be carefully documented in the procedures manual. A
clearly defined communication structure is a necessary pre-condition for establishing
monitoring systems. There should not be any uncertainty about the flow of information
between principal investigators and staff members following the detection of errors in
data collection. A poorly developed communication structure encourages lax monitoring
and limits opportunities for detecting errors.
Detection or monitoring can take the form of direct staff observation during site visits,
conference calls, or regular and frequent reviews of data reports to identify
inconsistencies, extreme values or invalid codes. While site visits may not be
appropriate for all disciplines, failure to regularly audit records whether quantitative or
quantitative will make it difficult for investigators to verify that data collection is
proceeding according to procedures established in the manual. In addition, if the
structure of communication is not clearly delineated in the procedures manual,
transmission of any change in procedures to staff members can be compromised.
Quality control also identifies the required responses, or ‘actions’ necessary to correct
faulty data collection practices and also minimize future occurrences. These actions are
less likely to occur if data collection procedures are vaguely written and the necessary
steps to minimize recurrence are not implemented through feedback and education [24].
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Examples of data collection problems that require prompt action include:


errors in individual data items



systematic errors



violation of protocol



problems with individual staff or site performance



fraud or scientific misconduct

In the social/behavioural sciences where primary data collection involves human
subjects, researchers are taught to incorporate one or more secondary measures that can
be used to verify the quality of information being collected from the human subject. For
example, a researcher conducting a survey might be interested in gaining a better insight
into the occurrence of risky behaviour among young adults as well as the social
conditions that increase the likelihood and frequency of this risky behaviour.
To verify data quality, respondents might be queried about the same information but
asked at different points of the survey and in a number of different ways. Measures of
‘Social Desirability’ might also be used to get a measure of the honesty of responses.
There are two points that need to be raised here: 1) Cross-checks within the data
collection process. 2) Data quality being as much an observation-level issue as it is a
complete data set issue. Thus, data quality should be addressed for each individual
measurement, for each individual observation, and for the entire data set.
2.3.6. Data collection and integration challenges and problems
The goal of data integration system is to provide uniform access to a set of
heterogonous data sources and to free the user from the knowledge about how data are
structured at the sources and how they are to be reconciled in order to answer queries.
Data integration is mostly achieved using one of the three approaches: Application
Integration (mediation), database federation and data warehousing. It is cited that Data
Integration is the problem of combining data residing at different sources and providing
the user with a unified view of these data.
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At first glance, the biggest challenge is the technical implementation of integrating data
from disparate often incompatible sources. However, a much bigger challenge lies in the
entirety of data integration. It has to include the following phases [21]:
1. Design


The data integration initiative within a company must be an initiative of business,
not IT. There should be a champion who understands the data assets of the
enterprise and will be able to lead the discussion about the long-term data
integration initiative in order to make it consistent, successful and beneficial.



Analysis of the requirements (BRS), i.e. why is the data integration being done,
what are the objectives and deliverables. From what systems will the data be
sourced? Is all the data available to fulfil the requirements? What are the business
rules? What is the support model and SLA?



Analysis of the source systems, i.e. what are the options of extracting the data
from the systems (update notification, incremental extracts, full extracts), what is
the required/available frequency of the extracts? What is the quality of the data?
Are the required data fields populated properly and consistently? Is the
documentation available? What are the data volumes being processed? Who is the
system owner?



Any other non-functional requirements such as data processing window, system
response time, estimated number of (concurrent) users, data security policy,
backup policy.



What is the support model for the new system? What are the SLA requirements?



And last but not least, who will be the owner of the system and what is the
funding of the maintenance and upgrade expenses?



The results of the above steps need to be documented in the form of SRS
document, confirmed and signed by all parties who will be participating in the
data integration project.
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2. Implementation
Based on the BRS and SRS, a feasibility study should be performed to select the tools to
implement the data integration system. Small companies and enterprises which are
starting with data warehousing are faced with making a decision about the set of tools
they will need to implement the solution. The larger enterprise or the enterprises which
already have started other projects of data integration are in a better position as they
already have experience and can extend the existing system and exploit the existing
knowledge to implement the system more effectively.
There are cases, however, when using a new, better suited platform or technology
makes a system more effective compared to staying with existing company standards.
For example, finding a more suitable tool which provides better scaling for future
growth/expansion, a solution that lowers the implementation/support cost, lowering the
license costs, migrating the system to a new/modern platform, etc.
3. Testing
Along with the implementation, proper testing is a must to ensure that the unified data
are correct, complete and up-to-date. Both technical IT and business needs to participate
in the testing to ensure that the results are as expected/required. Therefore, the testing
should incorporate at least Performance Stress test (PST), Technical Acceptance Testing
(TAT) and User Acceptance Testing (UAT) PST, TAT (Technical Acceptance Testing),
UAT (User Acceptance Testing).
The methods for software integration provide required steps to be conducted for
integration & checkout of informal software engineering builds. The software design
and development team and test engineers need to develop a strategy for planning,
design, execution, data collection, and test evaluation. The software integration
activities are informal and flexible for software checkout to prepare for the software and
systems integration phase for the work product.
The approach to software integration activities are planned in advance and the first start
for effective software integration. This approach accommodates lower-level integration
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to verify software code development that has not been implemented correctly and
validate major system functional expectations by customers.
The approach of effective planning for software integration provides guidance software
design, development and test teams to reach milestones expectations by senior, program
and project managers. The steps for effective software integration occur numerous times
when deadlines rise and measurements problems are resolved early in schedules.
The challenge of collecting software engineering data is to make sure that the collected
data can provide useful information for project, process, and quality management and,
at the same time, that the data collection process will not be a burden on development
teams. Therefore, it is important to consider carefully what data to collect. The data
must be based on well-defined metrics and models, which are used to drive
improvements. Therefore, the goals of the data collection should be established and the
questions of interest should be defined before any data is collected.
Data classification schemes to be used and the level of precision must be carefully
specified. The collection form or template and data fields should be pretested. The
amount of data to be collected and the number of metrics to be used need not be
overwhelming.
It is more important that the information extracted from the data be focused, accurate,
and useful than that it be plentiful. Without being metrics driven, over-collection of data
could be wasteful. Over collection of data is quite common when people start to
measure software without an a priori specification of purpose, objectives, profound
versus trivial issues, and metrics and models.
The different protocols, procedures and formats across different types of government
(local, state and central) may cause a great hindrance to generating frequency based
mandated report as a part of normative procedure to the government policy. Existing
tools for managing these data are neither integrated nor do they provide any sort of data
analysis capability to allow public systems managers to make decisions.
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This kind of data integration complexity creates fundamental challenges to developing
policies based on robust information stream which are responsive to a wide range of
stakeholder interests especially in a scenario where government promotes development
schemes and projects under public-private partnerships. Such a problem represents the
kind of challenge to be addressed by sophisticated e-government systems.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA EXTRACTION FROM SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
3.1. Data Extraction
Data extraction is where data is analysed and travelled through to retrieve relevant
information from data sources (like a database) in a specific pattern. Further data
processing is done, which involves adding metadata and other data integration; another
process in the data workflow [25].
Data extraction is an attempt to reduce a complex, messy, context-laden and
quantification-resistant reality to a matrix of categories and numbers. The process of
data extraction involves retrieval of data from dishevelled data sources. The data
extracts are then loaded into the staging area of the relational database. Here extraction
logic is used and source system is queried for data using application programming
interfaces.
Data extraction is a process that involves retrieval of all format and types of data out of
unstructured and badly structured data sources. These data will be further used for
processing or data migration. Raw data is usually imported into an intermediate
extracting system before being processed for data transformation where they will
possibly be padded with metadata before being exported to another stage in the data
warehouse work flow.
The term data extraction is often applied when experimental data is first imported into a
computer server from the primary sources such as recording or measuring devices. The
data extraction process in general is performed within the source system itself. This can
be the most appropriate if the extraction is added to a relational database. Some
database professionals implement data extraction using extraction logic in the data
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warehouse staging area and query the source system for data using applications
programming interface (API).
Data extraction is a complex process but there are various software applications that
have been developed to handle this process. During extraction, the desired data is
identified and extracted from many different sources, including database systems and
applications. Very often, it is not possible to identify the specific subset of interest,
therefore more data than necessary has to be extracted, so the identification of the
relevant data will be done at a later point in time.
The size of the extracted data varies from hundreds of kilobytes up to gigabytes,
depending on the source system and the business situation. The same is true for the time
delta between two (logically) identical extractions: the time span may vary between
days/hours and minutes to near real-time. Web server log files, for example, can easily
grow to hundreds of megabytes in a very short period of time.
3.2. The purpose of data extraction
The purpose of data extraction is to describe the study in general, to extract the findings
from each study in a consistent manner to enable later synthesis, and to extract
information to enable quality appraisal so that the findings can be interpreted. Ideally
this should be undertaken in such a way as to require minimal reference to the original
papers at data synthesis stage [26].
3.3. Data extraction challenges


To extract data honestly and consistently as a precursor to the interpretative phase.



Not to prejudge the value or meaning of data as it is extracted (or as an alternative
to extraction)



Query: Use of multiple extractors?



Ideally, to minimize bias, data should be extracted independently by two
reviewers, who should then agree on a final version.
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3.4. Why do we do data extraction?
Extraction is the operation of extracting data from a source system. The need of extract
data can be summarized in the following steps :


Articles are in different formats and use different styles of reporting



Need to highlight main data elements of interest



Need to provide standardisation



Need to aid pattern recognition and analysis

3.5. Why data extraction is important?
The systems might be very complex and poorly documented, and thus determining
which data needs to be extracted can be difficult. The importance of data extraction can
be summarized in the following points:


To summarize studies in a common format to facilitate synthesis and coherent
presentation of data



To identify numerical data for meta-analyses



To obtain information to assess more objectively the risk of bias in and
applicability of studies



To identify systematically missing or incorrectly assessed data, outcomes that
are never studied, and underrepresented populations

3.6. Illustrative scheme of the study
To clarify the main concept of this study the steps are summarized as shown in the
following figure 3.1.
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Figure 3. 1 . Illustrative scheme of the study
3.7. Software engineering tools
Open source tool is a phrase used which means a program or tool that performs a very
specific task, in which the source code is openly published for use and/or modification
from its original design, free of charge. Open source tools are typically created as a
collaborative effort in which programmers improve upon the code and share the changes
within the community, and is usually available at no charge under a license defined by
the Open Source Initiative [27].
Open source tools may be viable alternatives to popular closed-source applications and
some open source tools offers features or performance benefits that surpass their
commercial counterparts. Open source is a fairly new concept that has gained huge
popularity in the field of IT in recent years. This is mainly because open-source
software is free to use, as it is developed by a non-profit community.
Open-source software is free to use, distribute, and modify. It has lower costs, and in
most cases this is only a fraction of the cost of their proprietary counterparts. Opensource software is more secure as the code is accessible to everyone. Anyone can fix
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bugs as they are found, and users do not have to wait for the next release. The fact that it
is continuously analysed by a large community produces secure and stable code.
Open source is not dependent on the company or author that originally created it. Even
if the company fails, the code continues to exist and be developed by its users. Also, it
uses open standards accessible to everyone; thus, it does not have the problem of
incompatible formats that exist in proprietary software [28].
Lastly, the companies using open-source software do not have to think about complex
licensing models and do not need anti-piracy measures like product activation or serial
number.
This study will use some open source tools for creating the project: “Course
Registration”. Three open source tools were chosen to collect facts and extract these
data into database to be used as SQL Server 2014 to build the database. These three
tools are:


OPENPROJ ”as project management software tool”



JUNIT “ as testing tool”



Twitter “as communication tool”

3.7.1. Project management tools
Project management is one of the high-responsibility tasks in modern organizations. It is
used in many types of projects ranging from software development to developing the
next generation fighter aircrafts.
In order to execute a project successfully, the project manager or the project
management team should be supported by a set of tools. These tools can be specifically
designed tools or regular productivity tools that can be adopted for project management
work.
The use of such tools usually makes the project managers work easy as well as
standardises the work and the routine of a project manager. There are a lot of project
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management tools such as JIRA, Web Resource, Team Gantt, and Microsoft Project
[29].
OPENPROJ Tool
OPENPROJ is an open source project management application that serves over one
million users. Microsoft Project is the only project management application with more
users. Many users select this solution over Microsoft Project because it is free and
operates on multiple platforms. Network World recognised the application as the
Reader’s Choice Open Source Project Management tool in 2009 [30].
Customers have access to nearly every tool that Microsoft Project offers. Gantt charts
and PERT charts assist with scheduling and comparing actual budgets and schedules to
planned budgets and schedules. This helps managers better allocate future resources.
Earned value analysis is also available for consumer use. Existing files may be easily
imported from Microsoft Project to OpenProj. This will save companies’ time and
money by switching to a less expensive alternative.
OpenProj operates on multiple platforms including Windows, Mac, Linux and Unix.
Within minutes, users will have access to the software and all the functionality that
Microsoft Project offers its customers [31].
Any company may benefit from the use of OpenProj. Customers from Fortune 500
companies to small businesses have used the software to improve business processes
and efficiency. Examples of companies that have used the product include: AT&T,
Tyson, ADP, Nokia, UBS, Lockheed Martin, Thomson Reuters, Johnson & Johnson,
Pfizer, Virgin, GE Medical and Panasonic. Each company has benefitted from this free
open source software and over 100 more have used the software as well.
The three main features of OpenProj are Gantt charts, PERT charts and earned value
analysis. Each of these tools help managers allocate time, resources and budget
expenses. Project management tools are designed to help team members effectively
manage time and budget resources. OpenProj facilitates this process by keeping team
members abreast of the project’s progression.
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Sharing with team members is easy with OpenProj. Managers may also share with team
members operating Microsoft Project applications. This is made possible through
importing tools. Team members that are reluctant to switch from Microsoft Project will
still be able to view the team’s schedule and monitor the project’s progress [32].
OpenProj can open Microsoft Project files and can save its own file to excel format.
Also, OpenProj runs on Java platform so can run in different operating systems.
OpenProj is a complete Freeware and has essentially all the features of a Microsoft
Project application. It is a very promising developing product. If this software is given
any amount of support to reach maturity, it will definitely be a solid competitor against
MS Project [33].
First one chooses a specific project to work on because there are a lot of software
projects working on it. Course registration project was chosen to be the project for this
study. After that, the project will create tools to extract data from those and gather them
into a database. The important data should be extracted from software engineering tools.
Installing OpenProj is free, "open source," project management software. It is becoming
a popular application for managing projects. OpenProj is available for Linux, Unix,
Mac, or Windows operating systems [33].
The installation requires the completion of the following steps:
1. Download the latest "OpenProj" version.
2. Run the setup program it contains.
3. Follow the installation sequence using the installation defaults.
4. Finish installing "OpenProj."
OPENPROJ was installed and opened to create course registration project, as shown in
the following Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3. 2. OPENPROJ welcome page
The first step is choosing a specific software project to work on. So, the Course
Registration system was chosen to work with in OPENPROJ by loading data about
course registration, and trying to organize it. In this study, specific data were needed to
extract from software engineering projects.
First, create a project named “registration.pod” was created. The task table for this is
shown in Figure 3.3, the Gantt chart is shown in Figure 3.4 and the network chart is
shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3. 3. Task table for registration.pod" project

Figure 3. 4. Gantt chart for "registration.pod" project
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Figure 3. 5. Network chart for "registration.pob" project
Reports about the project were presented by OPENPROJ. The Project Details as shown
in Figure 3.6, Resource Information as displayed in Figure 3.7, Who Does What has
exhibited in Figure 3.8 and Task Information as revealed in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3. 6. Show project details report
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Figure 3. 7. Show resource information report

Figure 3. 8. Who Does What Report
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Figure 3. 9. Task Information Report
OPENPROJ presents the task usage for the project as shown in Figure 3.10 and the
resource usage for the project is displayed in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3. 10. Task usage of the project
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Figure 3. 11. Resource usage of the project

There are some difficulties and challenges in extracting data from software engineering
tools such as problems in data reporting, data reported in graphs, and sometimes
extracted data is incomplete.
From this tool, the data needed to be extracted is about how to start and finish the said
information for the registration team, not all data is important for this study to excerpt.
There is a lot of information and it is hard to extract it completely and perfectly. Data
was extracted from the task report and saved that data as CSV file then transfer this data
to the database. Figure 3.12 illustrates the task information report for project
management tool ”Registration.csv” file.
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Figure 3. 12. Registration.csv file
3.7.2. Testing Tools
The second software engineering tool used throughout this study is a testing tool and
overview of the said tool is presented below.
It is very important to have quality software. Having this means the quality should
match many requirements such as keeping the easy use of GUI, as well as containing
faults and failures and many more. A lot of effort is required to keep this quality to a
reasonable standard [34].
Testing is one of the most important parts in quality assurance especially in the
development stages. As the development of the program comes to an end it becomes
harder to fix errors. In fact it becomes harder to spot errors. This would mean, perhaps,
to check each section during the development so that errors can be spotted and fixed
before progressing to the next stages.
Testing should be done during the development stages and if it is not, then it is more
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likely that there will be a lot of bugs and errors. Some problems which may not have
been seen during the development stages, without testing at the end, could be something
like a function being used whilst the stack is empty. This could lead to a system
crashing. However, if testing is done this could be spotted before proceeding to the next
stage [35].
As the software industry grows, it becomes more and more competitive and advanced
for businesses to produce such good quality software. With this also comes the
reliability and deadlines which must be met. Testing plays a big part in the case of
deadlines as testing can take a long time on the software.
The production of the software and the quality together must be increased for businesses
to produce the best possible software. Testing, therefore, has to be done throughout the
process of programming the software. Manual testing takes too long and can waste a lot
of time. With the aid of testing tools this can increase efficiency and get the deadlines
met [36].
Testing tools avails automated testing. It is basically using programs to do different
testing tasks i.e, doing the tests through some form of automated method. They are
computerized and help in assisting every type of testing. Some of these testing tasks
include checking the conditions, also checking the predicted results with the actual
outcomes along with many other types of testing involved [37].
Majority of the testing tools have commonly used coding languages such as Java and C.
The testing tools themselves have been made using these programming languages.
Tools have different options available to help with testing. This can be very useful when
producing the essential reports of that particular product.
Different methodologies used for testing
There are different methodologies that can be used when implementing testing tools.
The testing methodologies can be used together or individually. It all depends on what
you are testing as they provide better resources for different tasks [38]. Below are a few
of the main different types that are used but there are other types of testing that can be
used:
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Unit Testing

This is the method used for verification and validation. It is a method in which the
programmer can test all the separate code and see if it is viable to use. This type of
testing is based on a small scale and uses small units of the program. When looking
at procedural programming, the unit can be any individual function or a procedure
which is written in the same language as the production code [39].


White Box Testing

This is also known as clear box testing, glass box testing, translucent box testing or
structural testing. It uses the internal perspective of the system and then designs test
cases based on this internal structure. Basically the code itself and all the
conditions, statements and paths along with it are tested. Programming skills are
required for noticing all the paths through the software. White box testing does
many things such as analysing the data flow, control flow, information flow and
coding practices [40].


Regression Testing

This is a type of software testing which basically looks for software regressions.
The regressions can happen whenever the software stops working as it is meant to.
The testing makes sure that any bugs or changes have been fixed which may have
caused previous working functions to have failed as a result of the newly added
features. It is better to do this type of testing under the automated tool environment.
The regression testing may take place once the programmer has tried to fix a
problem or has purposely added in code to take out errors [41].


Integration Testing

This is where the separate software modules are put together and are then tested as
a whole. This normally takes place after unit testing has been done. The point of
doing integration testing is it verifies the functional and performance requirements
of the design items. Two different ways of doing integration testing are bottom-up
and top-down [42].
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Different types of testing tools used
There are many different types of testing tools. Each different testing tool is capable of
doing different things as each one has different abilities to do different things. These are
considered to be in the testing tools environment. Over the years there has been much
advancement in the different types of testing tools and it won’t stop many more coming
in the future in which they all have their own capabilities of being used for testing.
Below is a list of each one available and an explanation of what they do [43].


Unit Testing Tools

These are used in the testing process of the method. JUnit is a very good testing
tool for using with unit testing. It is a Java-based tool, which is capable of going
through code especially with extreme programming as it takes less time to do.


Regression Testing Tools

Many different tools can be used for regression. They help to automate the testing
as the program can be reused. An example of a program is configuration testing
which is a program that is run with a new device or a new version of the operating
system with a new application. It’s a bit like port testing.


Web Tools

These are used in web based applications. It tests for bugs and problems that appear
within the application. An example of this may be that once a problem is detected
such as having dead links, line checking or html validation then they provide help
in repairing this problem.


Security Testing Tools

These can help with the security of the system. They can help against unauthorized
access, hacking and any coding damage which deals with the code of application.
They use very sophisticated testing techniques. QA inspect is a very good program
to use for this type of testing.
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Functional Testing Tools

These are tools which help with the system testing. An example of a program is
Badboy which provides an enhanced browser interface to help in building and
testing dynamic applications. It allows the developer to monitor and understand the
interactions between the browser and the server [43].


Performance Testing Tools

These tools are used for web servers and to analyse the performance and
characteristics of the web application. It is similar to using web tools but has its
own applications. An example program is LoadTracer which is a GUI tool and
checks the loading and performance and scalability of the web application.


Database Testing Tools

Database testing tools are very good to use for checking and testing databases. They
help with creating tables and data to test the database. An example program is SQL
DB Validator. It performs database and data cube verification and validation [43].


Static Testing Tools

This is the opposite of dynamic testing whereby it checks the systems software and
does not execute the program itself.


Communications Testing Tools

Communications testing tools are used for communication purposes. They can
work wirelessly, through sockets and SOAP, GPRS and other network
communication methods. A program that can be used for this type of testing is
Cheetah. It allows you to proactively test and monitor your VoIP and VoD
performance whilst it maintains the integrity of other critical applications.


Requirement Management Tools

These are used to analyse the requirements for testing, maintaining and logical
inconsistencies. A program used for this is called Requisite Pro which is a
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management tool to help improve communication goals and enhance collaborative
development and increase the quality of applications before deploying. This helps
the tester to validate the program correctly.
There are only a few testing tools. There are many more out there and are still
expanding day by day. New testing tools are released for all different categories. As
time goes on, it will only expand on the amount of tools we have available to use.
Eclipse Tool
Eclipse is a platform that has been designed from the ground up for building integrated
web and application development tooling. By design, the platform does not provide a
great deal of end user functionality in itself. The value of the platform is what it
encourages: rapid development of integrated features based on a plug-in model [44].
Eclipse provides a common user interface (UI) model for working with tools. It is
designed to run on multiple operating systems while providing robust integration with
each underlying OS. Plug-ins can program to the Eclipse portable APIs and run
unchanged on any of the supported operating systems.
At the core of Eclipse is architecture for dynamic discovery, loading, and running of
plug-ins. The platform handles the logistics of finding and running the right code. The
platform UI provides a standard user navigation model. Each plug-in can then focus on
doing a small number of tasks well. What kinds of tasks? Defining, testing, animating,
publishing, compiling, debugging, diagramming and so on are among the things that
one can perform with the tool [44].
The Eclipse platform defines an open architecture so that each plug-in development
team can focus on their area of expertise. Let the repository experts build the back ends
and the usability experts build the end user tools. If the platform is designed well,
significant new features and levels of integration can be added without impact or other
tools. The Eclipse platform uses the model of a common workbench to integrate the
tools from the end user's point of view. Tools that you develop can plug into the
workbench using well defined hooks called extension points.
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The platform itself is built in layers of plug-ins, each one defining extensions to the
extension points of lower-level plug-ins, and in turn defining their own extension points
for further customization. This extension model allows plug-in developers to add a
variety of functionality to the basic tooling platform. The artefacts for each tool, such as
files and other data, are coordinated by a common platform resource model.
The platform gives the users a common way to work with the tools, and provides
integrated management of the resources they create with plug-ins. Plug-in developers
also gain from this architecture. The platform manages the complexity of different
runtime environments, such as different operating systems or workgroup server
environments. Plug-in developers can focus on their specific task instead of worrying
about these integration issues.
The important part is a level of integration that magically blends separately developed
tools into a well-designed suite. And it should be simple enough that existing tools can
be moved to the platform without using a shoehorn or a crowbar [44].
The platform should be opened so that users can select tools from the best source and
know that their supplier has a voice in the development of the underlying platform. It
should be simple to understand, yet robust enough to support integration without a lot of
extra glue.
It should provide tools that help automate mundane tasks. It should be stabled enough
so that industrial strength tools can build on top of it. And it should be useful enough
that the platform developers can use it to build. These are all goals of Eclipse. The
remainder of this programming guide will help you determine how close Eclipse has
come to delivering on these ideals.
Through this study, JUNIT is selected as a testing tool to test course registration project
and then import the testing results report into the database.
JUNIT Tool
JUnit is a unit testing framework for the Java Programming Language. It is important in
the test driven development, and is one of a family of unit testing frameworks
collectively known as xUnit [45]. JUnit promotes the idea of "first testing then coding",
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which puts emphasis on setting up the test data for a piece of code which can be tested
first and then can be implemented . This approach is like "test a little, code a little, test a
little, code a little, etc." which increases programmer productivity and stability of
program code that reduces programmer stress and the time spent on debugging [46]. In
the following points can illustrate Junit features:


JUnit is an open source framework which is used for writing and running tests.



Provides Annotation to identify the test methods.



Provides Assertions for testing expected results.



Provides Test runners for running tests.



JUnit tests allow you to write code faster which increases quality



JUnit is elegantly simple. It is less complex and takes less time.



JUnit tests can be run automatically and they check their own results and provide
immediate feedback. There's no need to manually comb through a report of test
results.



JUnit tests can be organized into test suites containing test cases and even other test
suites.



Junit shows test progress in a bar that is green if the test is going fine and turns red
when a test fails.

At first one, downloads and installs eclipse, and then create a JUNIT project, after that
creates a class for registration project. Finally, tests the class to see if it is successful,
failure or has errors. There is no need to extract all of data from the project, but it is
necessary to extract the testing results.
First one the tool is downloaded and installed from the internet in the operating system.
After the installation a workspace is created. Welcome page is shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3. 13. Eclipse welcome page
First we create a new JUNIT project “Thesis.java”, and create 3 classes to make course
registration. Then, create first class “course.java” as shown in Figure 3.14. After that,
we test the three classes and the results were saved in a report that will generate this
information to import it later into the database.

Figure 3. 14. Course.java calss
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We create the second class “TestCourse.java”, and make test appropriate to test the
class and the result is shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3. 15. TestCourse.java class
Result of running the class “TestCourse.java” is shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3. 16. TestCourse.java test result
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“StudentTest.java” class is used to test the students’ registration to courses as shown in
Figure 3.17.

Figure 3. 17. StudentTest.java class
We run “StudentTest.java” class to see the test results. It was a successful test case. Test
results are presented in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3. 18. Success test for StudentTest.java class
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Now another class “Student.java” was created. It includes the student’s information as
displayed in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3. 19. Student.java class
To clarify the course registration testing result, the following steps should be
undertaken. After testing the test suite cases, the next phase is to build the Ant file to see
the testing results. There are some steps to create the build.xml file to see the testing
results for course registration. From the testing tool, it will extract the course
registration testing results report to the database.
Creating JUnit Reports with the test cases is as follows: First, generate the HTML report
using Ant with Eclipse. To generate Ant file, first we run the test cases. It will generate
results and will be placed in the JUnit output directory. These results are formatted into
an HTML report by the JUnit report target and stored in the JUnit output directory.
Figure 3.20 displayed the automated Test Suite that has completely run. To see which
tests failed and which passed, Figure 3.21 presented the process.
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Figure 3. 20. Unit Test Results

Figure 3. 21. Unit Test Results
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3.7.3. Communication tools
Communication is the act of transmitting information between individuals. The need to
communicate effectively pervades software development, operations, and support.
Developers and end users must communicate with one another. Developers and
operations staff must communicate. Developers and management must communicate.
Communication tools typically handle the capturing, storing and presentation of
communication, usually written but increasingly including audio and video as well.
Interactive tools handle mediated interactions between a pair or group of users. They
focus on establishing and maintaining a connection among users, facilitating the
mechanics of conversation and talk [47].
Software engineers have adopted a wide range of mainstream project communication
technologies when direct interaction isn’t possible. Asynchronous communication tools
include email, mailing lists, newsgroups, Web forums, and—more recently—blogs.
Synchronous tools include standard telephone and conference calls, chat, instant
messaging, voice over IP, and videoconferencing.
There are a lot of communications tools may choose from, for example “Facebook and
Twitter”. Twitter is, in essence, a form of mass communication, as messages get spread
to many recipients. Twitter is a social medium in that it enables instant interaction
among users, who can communicate directly and "retweet" other Twitter messages.
Facebook is a social media platform similar to its predecessor MySpace. Facebook has
numerous functions and benefits and allows users to communicate on a one-on-one
basis or to large groups. Picture uploads are a prominent feature of Facebook and allow
for digital record keeping, for free.
Twitter Tool
Twitter is a social networking and microblogging service that allows you to answer the
question, "What are you doing?" by sending short text messages, 140 characters in
length, called "tweets", to your friends, or "followers”. The short format of the tweet is a
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defining characteristic of the service, allowing informal collaboration and quick
information sharing that provides relief from rising email and IM fatigue.
Twittering is also a less gated method of communication: you can share information
with people that you wouldn't normally exchange email or IM messages with, opening
up your circle of contacts to an ever-growing community of like-minded people.
You can send your messages using the Twitter website directly, as a single SMS alert,
or via a third-party application such as Twirl, Snitter, or the Twitter fox add-on for
Firefox. Your tweets are displayed on your profile page, on the home page of each of
your followers, and in the Twitter public timeline (unless you disable this in your
account settings [48].
Twitter has many uses for both personal and business. It's a great way to keep in touch
with your friends and quickly broadcast information about where you are and what
you're up to. For example, "I'm downtown and aching for some sushi. Anyone like to
join me?"
For business, Twitter can be used to broadcast your company's latest news and blog
posts, interact with your customers, or to enable easy internal collaboration and group
communication.
Twitter is a great tool. There are millions of people who are tweeting at this very
moment and phenomenon is not going to end anytime soon. Twitter is a great business
platform and it helps consumers as much as it helps businesses. However, just like any
other thing, Twitter has its good points and bad points. There are several benefits of
Twitter chats for example, building your network, getting expert advice to your
questions, it doesn’t cost a thing, and knowledge is power.
First we create two accounts to show conversation between two persons e.g. “head of
university department and his staff” allowing the student to register for courses. One of
them makes the schedule for courses and determines professor for the courses.
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Then, when the first person finishes his work the other one can start his responsibility
by putting the schedule and announcement on the website of the university broadcasting
the start of registration process. Also, if the first person cannot finish his work on time,
he will chat to the other party informing him when to resume his work task.
We create the first account “@Fozy Omer” as the person who will initiate the work
while the other person depends on him to start his work as shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3. 22. Twitter first account
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Then we create the second account as “@Mayar Omer” as the second person who will
start the registration for courses. He waits for the first person to finish the work in order
for him to begin his assigned task. The goal of creating two accounts is to show chatting
between two persons to elicit how they do their respective work. The chatting details are
important for this study to import later. Figure 3.23 shows the second account.

Figure 3. 23. Twitter second account
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After completing creating the accounts and finishing the chatting between two people
about course registration, the next step is to extract the account archive to make
extraction data from Twitter. The important data to be extracted is the chatting details.
Then we request Twitter archive and download this as CVS file. After that, the next step
is to import this data to the database. Figure 3.24 shows the account archive.

Figure 3. 24. Twitter Account Archive
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CHAPTER 4

BUILDING A DATABASE TO COLLECT DATA

4.1. Data Collection
The challenge of collecting software engineering data is to make sure that the collected
data can provide useful information for project, process and quality management and, at
the same time, that the data collection process will not be a burden on development
teams [49].
Therefore, it is important to consider carefully what data to collect. The data must be
based on well-defined metrics and models, which are used to drive improvements.
Therefore, the goals of the data collection should be established and the questions of
interest should be defined before any data is collected.
Data classification schemes to be used and the level of precision must be carefully
specified. The collection form or template and data fields should be pretested. The
amount of data to be collected and the number of metrics to be used need not be
overwhelming. It is more important that the information extracted from the data is
focused, accurate, and useful than that it be plentiful.
Without being metrics driven, over-collection of data could be wasteful. Over-collection
of data is quite common when people start to measure software without an a priori
specification of purpose, objectives, profound versus trivial issues, and metrics and
models. When you collect data from software engineering tools, it will come from
different sources and systems. Also, you must collect the data you need – no more, no
less.
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4.2. Database tools
Database tools are a collective term for tools, utilities, and assistants that you can use to
perform database administration tasks. Some database tools perform similar tasks,
though no one database tool performs all database administration tasks.
Database software is the phrase used to describe any software that is designed for
creating databases and managing the information stored in them. Sometimes referred to
as database management systems (DBMS), database software tools are primarily used
for storing, modifying, extracting, and searching for information within a database.
Database software is used for a number of reasons in any industry - from keeping your
bookkeeping on task, compiling client lists to running your online web site [50].
4.2.1. Selecting a database tool
Choosing the right tools can be difficult because of changing business and technology
environment. It’s important to have the end goal in mind when you choose your tools.
Another consideration you should make when choosing the software for a project is the
project timeline. A well-designed database will save duplicate data entry, and offers
more options for user-friendly forms and reports and choosing the best one for your task
will save you time and effort. There are a lot of database tools for example: Adminer,
DBComparer, Firebird, Pro COBOL, Pro SQL, and Microsoft SQL Server.
4.2.2. Selecting SQL Server2014
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 management studio is a powerful set of capabilities for
mission-critical workloads, business intelligence and hybrid clouds. As part of that
release, Microsoft announced the general availability of Windows Azure HDInsight
with support for Hadoop 2.2 and SQL Server Backup to Windows Azure Tool. With a
growing number of in-memory database options from a number of vendors (such as the
Oracle Database In-Memory), it can be difficult for customers to find the best option.
Microsoft claims SQL Server 2014 has some of the best in-memory technologies on the
market [51].
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A key differentiator is that SQL Server 2014 has in-memory technologies built directly
into the product, so users don't need expensive additional software or hardware to take
advantage of in-memory technology. It's also fast—customers can benefit from up to 30
times speed improvements with in-memory online transaction processing (OLTP).
Indeed, SQL Server 2014 enables customers to build mission-critical apps and big data
solutions using high-performance, in-memory technology across OLTP, data
warehousing, business intelligence and analytics workloads. SQL Server 2014 uses a
common set of tools to deploy and manage databases both on-premises and in the cloud,
which makes it easier for customers to take advantage of the cloud with existing skills
[51].
SQL Server Management Studio includes the following general features:


Supports most administrative tasks for SQL Server.



A single, integrated environment for SQL Server Database Engine management
and authoring.



Dialogues for managing objects in the SQL Server Database Engine, Analysis
Services, and Reporting Services, that allow you to execute your actions
immediately, send them to a Code Editor, or script them for later execution.



Non-modal and resizable dialogues allow access to multiple tools while a dialogue
is open.



A common scheduling dialogue that allows you to perform action of the
management dialogues at a later time.



Exporting and importing SQL Server Management Studio server registration from
one Management Studio environment to another.



Save or print XML Show plan or Deadlock files generated by SQL Server
Profiler, review them later, or send them to administrators for analysis.



A new error and informational message box that presents much more information,
allows you to send Microsoft a comment about the messages, allows you to copy
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messages to the clipboard, and allows you to easily e-mail the messages to your
support team.


An integrated Web browser for quick browsing of MSDN or online help.



Integration of Help from online communities.



A tutorial on SQL Server Management Studio to help you take advantage of the
many new features and become more productive right away.



A new activity monitor with filtering and automatic refresh.



Integrated Database Mail interfaces.

4.2.3. Microsoft SQL Server
SQL Server is Microsoft's relational database management system (RDBMS). It is a
full-featured database primarily designed to compete against competitors Oracle
Database (DB) and MySQL. Like all major RBDMS, SQL Server supports ANSI SQL,
the standard SQL language. However, SQL Server also contains T-SQL, its own SQL
implementation. SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) (previously known as
Enterprise Manager) is SQL Server’s main interface tool, and it supports 32-bit and 64bit environments. SQL Server is sometimes referred to as MSSQL and Microsoft SQL
Server [51].
SQL Server is offered in several editions with different feature set and pricing options to
meet a variety of user needs, including the following:


Enterprise: Designed for large enterprises with complex data requirements, data
warehousing and Web-enabled databases. Has all the features of SQL Server, and
its licence pricing is the most expensive.



Standard: Targeted toward small and medium organizations. Also supports ecommerce and data warehousing.



Workgroup: For small organizations. No size or user limits and may be used as the
backend database for small Web servers or branch offices.
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Express: Free for distribution. Has the fewest number of features and limits
database size and users. May be used as a replacement for an Access database.

SQL Server Management Studio is an integrated environment for managing your SQL
Server infrastructure. Management Studio provides tools to configure, monitor, and
administer instances of SQL Server. It also provides tools to deploy, monitor, and
upgrade the data-tier components, such as databases and data warehouses used by your
applications, and to build queries and scripts.
SQL Server Management Studio is a comprehensive utility for managing SQL Server
objects that combines an easy-to-use graphical interface with rich scripting capabilities.
Management Studio can be used to manage Database Engine, Analysis Services,
Integration Services and Reporting Services.
To create a database for software engineering projects, we collect the data and make the
final report about collected data, as a first step then, download SQL Server management
studio 2014 and connect to the server as displayed in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4. 1. The main page of Microsoft SQL Server 2014
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The second step was creating the database to gather the information from the software
engineering tools that is used in the database “REGISTRATION” as presented in Figure
4.2.

Figure 4. 2. Created registration database
4.3. Collecting data from software engineering tools
Gathering data used to discover information details to define the information structure,
and help to establish the priorities of the information needed. Data gathering is a
complicated task especially in large and complex projects, and must be organized to
ensure that nothing is overloaded and all details are eventually captured.
Data collection involves combining data from several disparate sources, which are
stored using various technologies and provide a unified view of the data. Data collection
becomes increasingly important in cases of merging systems of two companies or
consolidating applications within one company to provide a unified view of the
company’s data assets.
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There are a lot of options to collect data into the database, in addition to using import
and export wizard or SSIS “SQL Server Integration Services”. There are some other
options include BCP, BULK INSERT, OPENROWSET. So, this study used two
different options to collect data from software engineering projects. These options are
import and export wizard, and BULK INSERT.
4.3.1. Collect data from project management tool
The first step is to import data from project management tool “OPENPROJ”, and extract
the useful and significant facts. The important data needed to be extracted from this tool
is about task information from project management tool which is the starting and
finishing dates for people who worked on this project from the communication tool, and
the third one is about testing results from testing tool.
First we download the report file about task information from OPENPROJ as
“REGPROJ.csv”, as displayed in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4. 3. OPEN PROJ Data File
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After that, the import and export wizard were used in SQL Server 2014 to import the
data from “REGPROJ.csv” to the database “REGISTRATION”, and it was successful
in importing data to the database as presented in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4. 4. Using Import and Export Wizard to Import RREGPROJ.csv File
After importing data from “OPENPROJ” file, the report about successful data importing
was saved. The report about extracted data is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4. 5. Database Report about Importing Data from REGPRO.csv File
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Then the table of data appeared in the database tables as “dbo.Reg33$”, as shown in
Figure 4.6 and it includes the table of extracted data from “OPENPROJ”.

Figure 4. 6. dbo.Reg33$ table

BULK INSERT command is used to import data directly from the file that you want to
collect data into the database. Figure 4.7 shows the results of collected data from
OPENPROJ.
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Figure 4. 7. Import data from OPEN PROJ by BULK INSERT command

4.3.2. Collect data from a testing tool
The second step is to import data from Testing tool “JUNIT”. The needed data to extract
is about testing results report for the project. After that, the Ant build was used to
extract the testing result file in JUNIT. It was an HTML file “testing.html” so a query to
import the HTML file to the database “REGISTRATION” is created.
After extracting data from “JUNITTEST.html” file, a report about the extracted data is
shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4. 8. Database report about JUNITTEST.html file
After that, data was extracted from the testing results file in the database. Figure 4.9
shows the extracted data. It includes the “dbo.Unit Test Result” table in database tables.

Figure 4. 9. dbo.UnitTestResult$ table
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4.3.3. Collect data from communication tool
The third step is to extract data from the communication tool “Twitter”, the chat data
between two persons who are supposed to work on the project was needed to extract in
order see if the first person completed his work or not and if the other person can start
his job. This detail is important for this study in the communication tool. To import the
Twitter data to the database, it needs to request Tweets archive. After downloading the
archive file “It is CSV file”, extract data from tweets file by using import and export
wizard, as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4. 10. Using Import and Export Wizard to Import Data from Twitter
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After importing data from tweets file, the report about the successful import data is
shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4. 11. Database report about Twitter data
After importing data from “Regtweets.csv” file in the database, the table presented in
Figure 4.12 as “dbo.Regtweets”.

Figure 4. 12. dbo.Regtweets$ table
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This study used two options to collect data from different software engineering projects.
The second option is BULK INSERT command to import the data, as exhibited in
Figure 4.13.

Figure 4. 13. Import data from Twitter by BULK INSERT command
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4.4. Establishing a Relationship between Tables of Database
A relationship is a connection between two tables of data based on one or more columns
in each table (exactly one column in each table). The relationship establishes how the
data in the two tables should be correlated. The relationship was made between the
database tables (Reg33$, Unit Test Result$, Regtweets$). These are the extracted data
from different software projects as shown in the following Figure 4.14.

Figure 4. 14. Relationship between tables
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CHAPTER 5

DATA INTEGRATION AND DATABASE REPORT

5.1. Data Integration
Data integration is a process in which heterogeneous data is retrieved and combined as
an incorporated form and structure. Data integration allows different data types (such as
data sets, documents and tables) to be merged by users, organizations and applications,
for use as personal or business processes and/or functions.
Data integration involves combining data from several disparate sources, which are
stored using various technologies and provide a unified view of the data. Data
integration becomes increasingly important in cases of merging systems of two
companies or consolidating applications within one company to provide a unified view
of the company's data assets. The later initiative is often called a data warehouse.
Probably the most well-known implementation of data integration is building an
enterprise's data warehouse. The benefit of a data warehouse is that it enables a business
to perform analyses based on the data in the data warehouse. This would not be possible
to do on the data available only in the source system. The reason is that the source
systems may not contain corresponding data, even though the data are identically
named, they may refer to different entities [52].
5.2. Database report generating
A database report is the formatted result of database queries and contains useful data for
decision-making and analysis. A database report presents information from a database.
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Information is displayed simply and efficiently. Reports can be printed from the
database to view information quickly and easily [53].
Most good business applications contain a built-in reporting tool; this is simply a frontend interface that calls or runs back-end database queries that are formatted for easy
application usage. For example, a banking software application may contain specifically
defined reports on all customers with large deposits or reports on monthly loan
summaries for all customers.
To extract data, a query must be run with various tools that call on at least one query
language. Structured querying language (SQL) is the most popular and well-known
querying language. Other query languages include:


Hyper Text Structured Query Language (HTSQL): This language translates
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) queries to SQL.



Poliqarp Query Language: This language searches annotated text.



SPARQL (a recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language): This language is for graphing applications.

Another standard reporting feature is the ability to create output parameters or
restrictions. For example, when a user runs a monthly loans summary report, the user
first enters the specific month or account type associated with the requested report.
Specialized reporting tools not typically available via simple queries may be connected
to a database to facilitate additional reporting capabilities. These often offer greater data
insight and highlight trends and patterns and are frequently labelled under the buzzword
"business intelligence" (BI).
5.3. Choosing a Tool for Building Database Report
There are a lot of report builder tools for building your report and creating a report
about the database. But for this work the SQL Server report builder 3.0 was used to
build the database report, because the database was created by using SQL Server 2014.
Report Builder is underrated as a BI and report-authoring tool. It is a free stand-alone
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application from Microsoft that provides an intuitive way for anybody to create reports
from data.
5.3.1. Selecting Report Builder 3.0
Report Builder 3.0 introduces additional visualizations including maps, sparklines,
databars, and indicators which can help produce new insights well beyond what can be
achieved with standard tables and charts.
The new Report Part Gallery introduced in this release takes self-service reporting to
new heights by enabling users to re-use existing report parts as building blocks for
creating new reports in a matter of minutes with a “grab and go” experience.
Additionally, users will experience significant performance improvements with
enhancements to the ability to use Report Builder in server mode. This allows for much
faster report processing with caching of datasets on the report server when toggling
between design and preview modes [54].
Report Builder 3.0 is the next release of the report authoring component of SQL Server
2014 Reporting Services. This new release of Report Builder provides capabilities to
further increase end user productivity with enhanced wizards, more powerful
visualizations, and intuitive authoring. In addition to offering an enhanced authoring
experience for business users, Report Builder 3.0 benefits power users that are looking
for a highly capable, more sophisticated authoring environment.
Report Builder 3.0 supports the full capabilities of SQL Server 2014 Reporting
Services. It also delivers an even more intuitive report authoring environment for
business and power users with a Microsoft Office look and feel. Additional new
features include:


“Grab and Go” reporting experience enabled through the Report Part Gallery



Support for maps and geospatial visualizations with integration to Bing maps
and support for SQL spatial data types



Additional visualizations including indicators, sparklines and data bars



Support for consuming SharePoint lists and PowerPivot models as data sources
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Support for Madison and SQL Azure data sources



Render any report as a data source to PowerPivot or other applications through
ATOM data feeds

Report Builder 3.0 can use any SSRS-supported data sources including report model,
SQL Server Analysis Services, SQL RDB, Oracle RDB, Teradata, SAPBW, Oracle
Essbase, etc. New additions are SQL Server Parallel Data Warehouse and SQL Azure.
All it takes to use Report Builder is to have it installed on your system. Of course, to
create a report, you’ll also need to have access to a data source, such as a SQL Server
database.
When you first open Report Builder, the Getting Started dialog box appears, as
presented in Figure 5.1. The dialogue box provides several options for creating a new
report or opening an existing one.

Figure 5. 1. The welcome page for Report Builder
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After closing the Getting Started dialogue box, the Home tab of the Report Builder
interface appeared, this is displayed in Figure 5.2. At the top of the interface is the type
of ribbon you’ve become familiar with in Microsoft Office products. It contains the
options necessary to create and design the report. For each tab of the interface, the
ribbon contains a different set of options.

Figure 5. 2. The Report Builder interface
Collecting data from different software engineering projects “OPENPROJ, JUNIT, and
TWITTER”, in the database is the first step. Then, make a table relationship to elicit
what is the important data to be extracted from these software tools. There are a lot of
data in these tools but this work needs just significant data. Make a relationship between
these tools to finish the important work.
First, create a course registration system, and manage this system by using OPENPROJ.
The important data for this study is a tool about work time for people who work in
registering courses. When everyone starts and finishes his/her work, the other one can
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begin his/her work. Second, test whether the course registration is successful or not. The
important data from this tool are test results for course registration.
Third, use a communication tool to connect people who work on the project and also
extract data from the chats between people’s work. These details contain information
about when the first person starts and finishes his/her work in order for the other person
to commence his/her work.
After creating the relationship between these tables, a report about the work should be
built to make readers understand the idea of this project. The next step after installing
the report builder 3.0 is start making the database report.
Before you can add data to a report, you must be able to connect to a data source. The
data source provides the connection necessary for your report to retrieve the data used to
populate its contents. DataSource1 was created as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5. 3. Adding data source to the report
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The next step in building the report is to create a dataset. A dataset defines the actual
data that you want to retrieve from the data source. For example, if the data source is
SQL Server database, the dataset will be based on a query or stored procedure that
returns a result set you can use to populate your reports. The dataset acts as a bridge
between your report and the data source. The data source establishes the connection,
and the dataset defines what data is retrieved through that connection.
After creating data source, the first dataset report builder was produced, it’s
“OPENPROJ” table as presented in Figure 5.4, and it includes all data.

Figure 5. 4. Create OPEN PROJ dataset
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Now the second dataset for “Twitter” was created as displayed in Figure 5.5, the dataset
includes all data about “Twitter”.

Figure 5. 5. Create Twitter dataset
Finally, the third dataset for “JUNIT” table was created and it was shown in Figure 5.6,
the dataset includes all data about “JUNIT”.

Figure 5. 6. Create JUNIT dataset
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Once you’ve added the data source and dataset, you can add the data region or data
visualization. A data region is a report object that displays the source data in a tabular
format (rows and columns). Report Builder supports the following data region objects:


Table: A tabular object that contains a fixed number of columns. But the rows are
dynamic, which means they can expand to accommodate the data you’re trying to
display. It also means you don’t need to know how many rows of data will be
returned by the data source when you add your table to the report, although you do
have to specify the columns.



Matrix: A tabular object similar to a table, except that your columns can be static
or dynamic, which means the report can grow both vertically and horizontally. A
matrix is a lot like a crosstab or pivot table.



List: A tabular object that presents data in a freeform fashion. Lists are handy for
creating forms such as invoices.

Now the table will be added to put the data on. Then, move the important data columns
into the table from the three datasets as shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5. 7. Adding table to the report
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5.4. Integrating the Collected Data
Now the report includes just the important data from different software engineering
projects. The table will look after the report has been deployed as shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5. 8. Viewing the table that added to the report
Using a Query to Get Data from the Database
The process of integrating data is complex, and can be quite challenging. To achieve
data integration about collected data, a table report is created. It will use a query to get
data from database “Registration”. As shown in Figure 5.9.
SELECT Name, Start, Finish, Procedure Name,
ISNULL(Name, '') AS Name,
ISNULL(Start, '') AS Start,
ISNULL(Finish, '') AS Finish,
ISNULL(Procedure Name, '') AS Procedure Name,
FROM Reg33$
ISNULL(Text, '') AS Text,
FROM Regtweets33$
ISNULL(Name, '') AS Name1,
ISNULL(Tests, '') AS Tests,
ISNULL(Failures, '') AS Failures,
FROM UnitTestResult_StudentResult$
ORDER BY Reg33$, Regtweets$, UnitTestResults_StudentResults$
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Figure 5. 9. Database Report by using query to Integrating data

Discussion
In this study the main theme is about data collection and integration from different
software engineering tools. There are tools used to collect and integrate data but in this
work a database tool is used to extract data from different software engineering tools
and observe if the extracted data were completed.
Chapter 3 is provides discussion regarding appropriate software engineering tools for
this project. There are challenges in choosing the appropriate tools, because there are a
lot of software engineering tools and it is difficult to choose appropriate ones. Here it is
proposed a course registration; to follow the steps as: First manage and organized the
course registration project, second testing the course registration project, third make a
communication between people who work on this project.
A major challenge of data collection is how to extract the relevant project management
knowledge effectively and efficiently from the wide range of available software project
data sources, such as artefact versions, bug reports, and discussion forums. Data
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collection is based on queries from a wide range of sources such as mailing lists, version
control systems, and issue trackers. The collection and integration of data originating
from a set of heterogeneous tools is a mainly manual task. These tools are often only
useable for specific applications and therefore hard to use for more generic processes
without major adaptations. The proposed framework supports the collection and
integration process by providing automated process steps, such as time-triggered
collection or automated checks of data consistency and integrity.
Current tools used in distributed software engineering environment are not fixed, but
frequently change over time or according to new project requirements. Of course, to be
able to automatically retrieve data from the various project data sources (like project
management, testing, and communication) these sources have to be implemented in a
way that allows accessing their content directly. During the integration process, when
merging data retrieved from the various data sources into the ontology to successfully
carry out the combination, the routines have to be able to recognize relations between
the various entries [55].
Data Integration is a becoming a persistent challenge faced in applications that need to
query across multiple autonomous and heterogeneous data sources. Data integration is
crucial in large enterprises that own a multitude of data sources for producing data sets
that can develop and enhance cooperation among government agencies across World
Wide Web [55]. The goal of data integration system is to provide uniform access to a
set of heterogonous data sources and to free the user from the knowledge about how
data are structured at the sources and how they are to be reconciled in order to answer
queries [55].
There are two reasons for data integration: first, in a given set of software engineering
projects, an integrated view could be created to enable data access and reuse through a
single access point. Second, towards a particular data need, data from different software
engineering projects is accumulated to gain a more comprehensive basis towards the
required need.
Collecting data from different software engineering tools is difficult, because data is
different and collected data would not be completed. Are the results would be similar if
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used other software engineering tools through this study? Choosing software
engineering tools is mentioned in Section 3.7.
In Chapter 4 the database was built to collect the data from different software
engineering tools. Choosing database tools was described in Section 4.1.1. SQL Server
2014 is offered in three main editions to accommodate the unique feature, performance
and price requirements of organizations and individuals: Enterprise Edition, Business
Intelligence Edition, and Standard Edition. The editions are offered in a straightforward,
tiered model that creates greater consistency across the product editions, features and
licensing. Enterprise Edition includes all the capabilities available in SQL Server 2014.
Business Intelligence Edition includes Standard Edition capabilities, plus all BI
capabilities included in Enterprise Edition. SQL Server software can be configured so
that if one server fails, its processing will be picked up, recovered and continued by
another server. Importing data from these tools needs different ways. There are some
challenges in collecting data from different software engineering tools. Are the results
would be similar to my results if used other database tool?
To provide the integration between different collected data after completing extracted
data step, the next step will be making a report about these data. There are different
ways to building a database report. Building a database report was described in Chapter
5. In this step a report builder is used to make the final report about extracted data, and
to illustrate the main idea about collected data.
In Report Builder there are shared and embedded data sources, Shared data sources can
be used by multiple reports; whereas, embedded data sources have the database name
and credentials stored in the report. Report Builder allows to directly modifying the
SQL queries of data sets. The objective was extracting certain data not all data and this
was described in Chapter 5.
Although, there are an open source tools to extract data from software engineering
projects, it save time and money and make data collection easier. But in this study
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is used to extract, collect, integrate, and build a report about
collected data. Collecting software engineering data can be expensive, especially if it is
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done as part of a research program. Is collecting data will be easier if used a data
collection tool?
Comparison with semantic data collection and integration processes, the aim of the
semantic collection and integration of heterogeneous data sources from software
engineering environments. The semantic data collection and integration introduced a
novel framework for the semantic integration of data from a variety of data sources and
tool support to allow the efficient data collection, even in projects with frequent
iterations. The retrieval process was accomplished using existing tools for accessing the
data sources. It compared the proposed framework with a traditional DWh approach.
Major result is that the new approach seems well suited to make data collection for
project monitoring 30%- 50% more efficient, in particular, if the data sources evolve
during the project [55].
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study proposes a tool for software project collection and integration data. Data
generated in software projects is usually distributed across different systems (e.g. CVS,
SVN, Git, Trac, Bugzilla, Hudson, Wiki, and Twitter). These systems have different
purposes and use different data models, formats and semantics. In order to analyse
software projects, one needs to collect and integrate data from multiple systems. This is
a time-consuming task. In this study a set of adapters is developed for extracting data
from some of the above systems and storing it in a database.
Data integration involves combining data from several disparate sources, which are
stored using various technologies and provide a unified view of the data. Data
integration techniques are described in section 2.1.5. And in section 2.2 data collection
is defined. Data collection and integration are aspect in this study. Data extraction is a
process that involves retrieval of all format and types of data out of unstructured and
badly structured data sources. During this study the data was extracted from different
software engineering tools; the purpose of data extraction is described in section 3.2.
Software development environments are the computer based tools that are intended to
assist the software development process. Tools allow repetitive, well-defined actions to
be automated, thus reducing the cognitive load on the software engineer. The engineer
is then free to concentrate on the creative aspects of the process. Tools are often
designed to support particular methods, reducing any administrative load associated
with applying the method manually. Like methods, these are intended to make
development more systematic, and they vary in scope from supporting individual tasks
to encompassing the complete life cycle.
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Software engineering tools are mentioned in section 3.7. After choosing tools, course
registration system was created in the three tools. In section 3.7.1 a course registration
system was created in OPENPROJ. The results of extracted data for project
management tools are in reported section 3.7.1. And details of course registration
system for Junit is presented in section 3.7.2. Also, extracted data from Junit are in
section 3.7.2. Section 3.7.3 is created chat between two people about course registration
system in Twitter. Also, extracted data from Twitter is presented in section 3.7.3. After
creating the system in three tools, a database was built by using database tool.
A database tools are a collective term for tools, utilities, and assistants that you can use
to perform database administration tasks. Although there are many database tools used
to build a database, SQL Server 2014 Management Studio was selected to build the
database. Creating a database was explained in section 4.3. Gathering data used to
discover information details to define the information structure, and helps to establish
the priorities of the information needs. Data gathering is a complicated task especially in
large and complex projects, and must be organized to ensure that nothing is overloaded
and all details are eventually captured. Gathering data from software engineering tools
is presented in section 4.4. Details of gathering data are presented in section 4.4.1.
Establishing a relationship between tables of a database is presented in section 4.5.
A database report presents information from a database. Information is displayed simply
and efficiently. Reports can be printed from the database to view information quickly
and easily. Creating a database report is explained in section 5.3in detail. The final
database report is presented in section 5.7.
Software developers employ many tools in every step of the development. As
automation progresses, tools take a more and more important place. A common and
difficult problem is choosing a tool among all the tools for a given task. Although there
are many software engineering tools to choose from, through this study succeeded in
extracting data from these three tools. That means if succeed with three tools it can
succeed with more tools.
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As a future work, Data extraction for software engineering projects consists of
collecting data, extracting some knowledge from it and, if possible, using this
knowledge to improve the software engineering process. It is possible to add other
software engineering tools to discover the challenges that will appear during data
collection and integration through these tools. For example, using a control version
system tool “CVS” or “git hub”, to track the changes of software projects and extract
the data about changes in files of the software projects.
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